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Generalized Controlled Invariance for Nonlinear Systems�
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November �� ����� Revised July �	� ���	 and March ��� ���


Abstract

A general setting is developed which describes controlled invariance for nonlinear control
systems and which incorporates the previous approaches dealing with controlled invariant
�co �� distributions� A special class of controlled invariant subspaces� called controllability
cospaces� is introduced� These geometric notions are shown to be useful for deriving a �ge�
ometric� solution to the dynamic disturbance decoupling problem and for characterizing the
so�called �xed dynamics for noninteracting control� These �xed dynamics are a central issue
in studying noninteracting control with stability� The class of quasi�static state feedbacks is
used�

Key words� nonlinear systems� controlled invariance� quasi�static state feedback

AMS subject classi�cations� �	C
�� �	B�� �	C��� �	C	�

� Introduction

During the last two decades� nonlinear control theory was developed thanks to the increasing
number of researchers involved in this area� A main goal of the research in the ���s was the ge�
neralization of the so�called geometric approach which proved to be particularly e�cient for linear
time�invariant systems 	see 
����
�� for an overview� In this linear theory� controlled invariance
plays a fundamental role in both static and dynamic feedback control problems� The goal of
generalizing the linear approach to the nonlinear case was only partially reached � the situation
is quite well understood when regular static feedback synthesis problems are considered� while
limits of the standard 	geometric notions became clear at the end of the ���s in the study of such
problems as

� control problems involving dynamic feedback

� or the inversion of a nonlinear system� the de�nition of its rank����

Alternative 	algebraic tools have been developed from ���� on 	
��� and a de�nition of the rank
of a system was provided by a di�erential algebraic theory 	
����

The goal of this paper is to introduce a generalized notion of controlled invariance� The mo�
tivation is to clarify the geometric structure of nonlinear systems and to develop a geometric
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framework to tackle synthesis problems via dynamic feedback� In particular� we answer the two
following questions �
Question � � Does there exist any geometric solution to the dynamic disturbance decoupling

problem �DDDP� �
Question � � Does there exist a geometric structure of nonlinear systems which displays the

rank� the so�called decoupling zeros 	under dynamic feedback�����
The answer to such questions has a major importance since they motivate the search for geo�

metric solutions to any other synthesis problem which involves dynamic feedback� Such solutions
will contribute to the completion of the extension to nonlinear systems of the linear geometric
theory 	
����
���

DDDP� considered in Question �� is a special control problem involving dynamic feedback and
was �rst stated and studied in 
���� 
���� 
��� where an 	algebraic solution was provided based on
the inversion algorithm� Also a geometric interpretation is given by using 	nonintrinsic standard
controlled invariant 	co�distributions on an extended state space� and then projecting these 	co�
distributions on the original state space to obtain intrinsic objects� Parallel results can be found in

����
����
���� The generalization of controlled invariance which is introduced in this paper is shown
to give a natural geometric solution to the DDDP� i�e�� without taking recourse to nonintrinsic
objects de�ned on an extended state space that are rendered intrinsic after projection� Of course�
it goes without saying that the objects de�ned in this paper and the geometric objects de�ned
in 
���� 
���� 
��� carry the same information concerning the solvability of the DDDP� Recall that
in the special case of linear systems� DDDP is equivalent to DDP 	static feedback disturbance
decoupling problem� The state of the art can be summarized in the following table� where
notations are borrowed from 
����
����
����

Static feedback Dynamic feedback
Linear systems E � V�

Nonlinear systems P � �� �

Table �� 	Geometric solution to the disturbance decoupling problem

One contribution of the paper is the completion of the above table�
Question � originated in 
���� Standard controlled invariant distributions cannot be used to

characterize the rank of a system in a straightforward manner� The rank was introduced in 
���
based on a di�erential algebraic analysis� A geometric interpretation of the rank may be found in

���� based on controllability distributions de�ned on a certain extended state space� Contributions
which parallel the geometric and algebraic approaches can be found in 
����
Generalized controlled invariance introduced in this paper is shown to give a natural and intrinsic

geometric characterization of the rank� It further displays new 	geometric structures of a nonlinear
system� We focus on the structure related to the so�called decoupling zeros 	under quasi�static
feedback 	
����
����
���� We summarize once again the state of the art in Table �� and we borrow
the notations from the given references�
In this paper� Table � is completed thanks to the controllability cospaces introduced in the

sequel� Moreover� throughout the text� the new geometric structures are compared with the
standard ones� Both embody di�erent and complementary properties�

The study of controlled invariance for nonlinear systems of the form

�x � f	x � g	xu 	�

where x � IRn� u � IRm� was initiated in 
��� In this paper invariants were sought under feedback
transformations of the form

u � �	x � v 	�
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feedback invertible decoupling matrix non�invertible decoupling matrix

dim 	P�
	Quasi� Static 	Isidori � Grizzle 
��� �

Dynamic dim 	�mix dim 	�mix	�p
	Wagner 
��� 	Zhan et al� 
���

Table �� Decoupling zero structure

Later on� controlled invariance was tackled by various authors 	
����
����
����
���� The group of
feedback transformations acting on 	� was enlarged to transformations of the form

u � �	x � �	xv 	�

where �	x is square and locally invertible� These works yielded the de�nition of a controlled
invariant distribution� The key was found for the solution of synthesis problems� such as the
disturbance decoupling problem and the noninteracting control problem� via regular 	or invert�
ible static state feedback 	see the textbooks 
����
��� for an overview� The study of controlled
invariance under the class of feedbacks 	� remains active � see 
����
����
���� 
����
��� for recent
contributions� A special class of controlled invariant distributions is given by controllability distri�
butions 	
����
����
���� They became a basic tool for solving the noninteracting control problem
with or without stability� Indeed� the controllability distributions allow to characterize the �xed
dynamics of the decoupled system via static feedback 	
����
In this paper� a generalized notion of controlled invariance is introduced by allowing an en�

larged class of feedback transformations acting on 	�� namely the class of quasi�static feedbacks
u � �	x� v� �v� � � � � v�k�� This class of feedbacks describes intrinsic properties of the system with
respect to the solvability of synthesis problems via dynamic feedback� as disturbance decoupling or
noninteracting control� In this sense� quasi�static feedbacks are considered as a mathematical tool
rather than a new class of feedbacks to be used in practical applications� The various contributions
to the study of controlled invariance are summarized in Table �� This table will be completed in
this paper� Preliminary results can be found in 
����
Quasi�static feedbacks have been used in 
��� to derive canonical forms 	see also 
��� and were

Feedback References

u � �	x � v Brockett
Isidori et al�

u � �	x � �	xv Hirschorn
Nijmeijer et al�����

u � �	x� v� �v� � � � � v�k� �

Table �� Controlled invariance

formalized in 
���� 
���� 
��� where the input�output decoupling problem under quasi�static state
feedback was solved as well� Practical applications of quasi�static feedback can be found in 
����
In the sequel we consider a nonlinear control system 	�� where the entries of f	x and g	x are

meromorphic functions from IRn to IR� Recall that a meromorphic function is the quotient of two
analytic functions� This allows to derive properties of the system under consideration on an open
and dense subset of the state space� Di�erent classes of systems can also be treated�

� C� systems� where all results should be explicitely stated as local results� valid around a
regular point� where regularity is to be de�ned in an appropriate way� depending on the
problem under consideration�
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� analytic systems� in which case the results are also valid on some open dense submanifold of
the state space�

In the rest of this paper we mainly use a function �eld formalism� It is assumed that rank g	x � m
and that n � ��
The organization of the paper is as follows� In Section � we de�ne the generalized notion of

invariance with respect to the dynamics 	�� Section � is devoted to controlled invariance and
related properties� A geometric necessary and su�cient condition for the existence of a solution
to DDDP is obtained� Controllability cospaces and their applications as well as the �xed modes
or decoupling zero dynamics under quasi�static feedback are treated in Section ��

� Invariant subspaces

We follow the notations and setting of 
���� Let K denote the �eld of meromorphic functions of
fx� u�k�� k � �g� E is the formal vector space spanned by fd� j � � Kg over K� The notation

dx stands for fdx�� � � � � dxng and du�k� for fdu�k�� � � � � � du�k�m g� Let X �� spanKfdxg and U ��
spanKfdu� d �u� � � � � du

�k� j k � �g�
Throughout this paper we employ the following terminology� A vector � � E is called exact if

there exists a � � K such that � � d�� A subspace � � E of dimension r is called exact if there
exist functions ��� � � � � �r � K such that � � spanKfd��� � � � � d�rg� Given subspaces �� � �� � E �
	����� is said to be exact if there exist functions ��� � � � � �d � E � with d � dim	�� � dim	���
such that �� � �� � spanKfd��� � � � � d�dg� or� in other words� 	����� is isomorphic to an exact
subspace of E � Consider a subspace � � E � Then clearly f�g � � is exact� Furthermore� if
�� � �� �� � � are exact� then also �� ��� � � is exact� Hence there exists a unique maximal
exact subspace in ��
Consider a subspace � � X � De�ne

�� � spanKf �� j � � �g 	�

where � �
nP
i��

�i	x� u� �u� � � � � u�n���dxi and time�derivation is de�ned by �� �
nP
i��
	�id �xi � ��idxi�

Thus �� � spanKfdx� dug�

De�nition ��� A subspace � � X is said to be invariant with respect to 	� if

�� � �� spanKfdug 	�

Remark ��� Let Kk be the �eld of meromorphic functions of x� u� � � �� u�k� and de�ne

K� �
�
k�IN

Kk

Then 	� is equivalent to the statement that 	� � spanK�fdu�k� j k � �g is a di�erential vector
space� with thederivation de�ned above�

Example ��� Let � be an integrable invariant codistribution for 	� in the sense of e�g� 
���� 
���
and let 	x�� x� be a local system of coordinates such that � � spanfdx�g� Then in the coordinates
	x�� x�� 	� takes the form 	cf� 
����
���

�x� � f�	x� � g�	x�u
�x� � f�	x�� x� � g�	x�� x�u

	�

Interpreting � as a subspace of spanKfdxg� we then obtain�

�� � spanKfd �x�g � spanKfd	f�	x� � g�	x�ug � �� spanKfdug 	�

Hence � is invariant in the sense of De�nition ����

When a given subspace is not invariant� it is interesting to know whether or not there exists a
feedback transformation that renders it invariant� This is the topic of the next section�
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� Controlled invariant subspaces

In this section we de�ne and characterize the controlled invariance of subspaces � � X under
quasi�static state feedback� In Subsection ��� we �rst de�ne quasi�static state feedback� based on
	
����
����
���� In Subsection ��� we give a de�nition of controlled invariance under quasi�static
state feedback� In Subsection ��� some properties of controlled invariance under regular static
state feedback 	� are given� Conditions for controlled invariance of subspaces � � X under
quasi�static state feedback are investigated in Subsection ���� We make some remarks about
the smallest controlled invariant subspace containing some given subspace in Subsection ������ As
shown in Section ���� this subspace allows to characterize the solvability conditions of the dynamic
disturbance decoupling problem�

��� Quasi�static state feedback

Consider the nonlinear system 	�� A generalized static state feedback for 	� is a feedback of the
form

u � �	x� v� � � � � v�r� 	�

where v � IRm denotes the new controls� Let Kv denote the �eld of meromorphic functions of
fx� fv�k� j k � �gg and de�ne the formal vector space Ev �� spanKv

fd	 j 	 � Kvg� As in 
����
����
we de�ne the following �ltrations 	
�� of Ev�

V�� �� spanKv
fdxg

Vk �� spanKv
fdx� dv� � � �� dv�k�g 	k � �

	�

U�� �� spanKv
fdxg

Uk �� spanKv
fdx� d�� � � � � d��k�g 	k � �

	��

The �ltrations Uk and Vk are said to have bounded di	erence 	
�� if there exists an s � IN such
that for all k � ��

Uk � Vk�s
Vk � Uk�s

	��

De�nition ��� ����	
���	
���	� u given by 	� is said to be a quasi
static state feedback for 	� if
the �ltrations Uk and Vk have bounded di�erence�

Remark ��� It is easily veri�ed that a regular static state feedback 	� is a quasi�static state
feedback�

The following result is also easily proved�

Proposition ��� Let u given by ��� be a quasi
static state feedback� Then there locally exists a
function 
	x� u� � � � � u�r� such that

v � 
	x� u� � � � � u�r� 	��

Remark ��� In 
��� a de�nition of quasi�static state feedback is given for generalized systems
	systems of the form �x � f	x� u� �u� � � � � u�s�� y � h	x� u� �u� � � � � u�s�� This de�nition is the same
as De�nition ��� with the extra requirement that x is a state 	in the sense of 
��� of the closed�loop
system�
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��� Controlled invariance

Consider the control system 	� together with a quasi�static state feedback 	� and de�ne V ��
spanKv

fdv�k� j k � �g� We denote by  �k� the time derivative of order k of  along the trajectories

of the system 	�� and by  �k� the time derivative of order k of  along the trajectories of the
closed loop system 	���� We will write � for  ����

De�nition �� A subspace � � X is said to be controlled invariant for 	� if there exists a
quasi�static state feedback 	� such that for 	��� one has

���� � � � V 	��

The de�nition of controlled invariance given in De�nition ��� is in accordance with the well known
de�nition of a controlled invariant codistribution� Recall from e�g� 
����
��� that a codistribution
� is controlled invariant if there exists a regular static state feedback 	� such that

Lf�g�� � �

L�g���i� � � 	i � �� � � � �m
	��

Let � � �� Then for 	��� we have

���� � Lf�g�� �
mX
i��

	viL�g���i� � h�� 	g��iidvi � � � V 	��

when we interpret � as a subspace of spanKfdxg�

Example ��� Consider a nonlinear system given by

�x� � u�� �x� � x	u� � x�� �x	 � u�

Let � � spanKfu�dx	 � dx�g and

u� � v�� u� � 	v� � x		 �v� � v� � x��v�

where v � 	v�� v�T is the new input� This is a quasi�static feedback since

v� � u�� v� � u�u� � x		 �u� � u� � x�

This feedback renders � invariant� since we have

���� � spanKv
f �v�dx	 � v�d		v� � x		 �v� � v�� x��v� � d	x	v� � x�g � V

The following theorem gives a necessary condition for controlled invariance� For 	�� let G denote
the distribution spanned by the input vector �elds� De�ne the subspace G� � X by

G� � f� � X j h�� gi � �� 	g � Gg 	��

Theorem ��� Let � � X � Then � is controlled invariant only if

�d	� 
 G� � � 	��

Proof By de�nition of G��
�d	� 
 G� � X � Controlled invariance of � then implies 	���

Remark ��� Let � be an involutive codistribution� Using 	��� it may be shown that 	�� 	with
� interpreted as a subspace of X  is equivalent to the well known conditions Lf 	� 
 G

� � ��
Lgi	� 
 G

� � � 	i � �� � � � �m for controlled invariance of � 	cf� 
���� 
����

�



��� Characterization of controlled invariant subspaces under regular
static state feedback

In this subsection we investigate under what conditions a subspace � � X is controlled invariant
under regular static state feedback� Recall from Subsection ��� that a regular static state feedback
is a special sort of quasi�static state feedback� A �rst result is the following�

Proposition ��� Consider a d
dimensional subspace � � X � Assume that � is controlled invari

ant under a quasi
static state feedback of the form u � �	x� v� Then � admits a basis ��� � � � � �d
with

�i �
nX

j��

�ij	xdxj 	��

Proof Assume that � � spanKf!��� � � � � !�dg� with

!�i �
nX

j��

!�ij	x� udxj 	��

Let A	x� u be the matrix with entries !�ij 	i � �� � � � � d" j � �� � � � � n� Viewing � as a linear
subspace 	over K of X � spanKfdug� it may be characterized by

� � rowspanK 	A	x� u � 	��

Similarly� � � �� is characterized by

� � �� � rowspanK

�
A	x� u �
B	x� u� �u 	Ag	x� u

�
	��

where

B	x� u� �u �
nX
i��

�A

�xi
	x� u �xi	x� u �

mX
j��

�A

�uj
�uj � A	x� u

�
fx	x �

nX
i��

�g

�xi
u

�
	��

with fx the Jacobian of f � Since � is rendered invariant via u � �	x� v there exist matrices
P 	x� v� �v and Q	x� v such that

B	x� �� ��dx� 	Ag	x� �d� � P 	x� v� �vA	x� �dx�Q	x� vdv 	��

or

B	x� �� �� � P 	x� v� �vA	x� �� 	Ag	x� ��x	x� v

	Ag	x� ��v	x� v � Q	x� v
	��

Since �v	x� v is invertible� this yields

B	x� �� �� � P 	x� v� �vA	x� ��Q	x� v�v	x� v
���x	x� v 	��

Since u � �	x� v is a quasi�static state feedback� by Proposition ��� there locally exists a function

	x� u such that �	x� 
	x� u � u� This yields in particular that


x	x� u � ��v	x� 
	x� u
���x	x� 
	x� u

Hence 	�� yields

B	x� u� �u � !P 	x� u� �uA	x� u � !Q	x� u
x	x� u 	��

�



where !P 	x� u� �u � P 	x� 
	x� u� �
	x� u� �u and !Q	x� u � Q	x� 
	x� u� Taking partial derivatives
with respect to �ui� we obtain

�A

�ui
�

� !P

� �ui
A	x� u 	i � �� � � � �m 	��

Obviously�

�� !P

� �ui� �uj
� � 	i� j � �� � � � �m

Hence there exist matrices Ri	x� u 	i � �� � � � �m such that

�A

�ui
� Ri	x� uA	x� u 	��

Using arguments from the theory of linear time�varying ordinary di�erential equations this yields
that A	x� u is of the form

A	x� u � #	x� u$	x

where #	x� u is a square invertible matrix� Hence

� � rowspanK 	A	x� u � � rowspanK 	$	x � 	��

which establishes our claim� If � � rowspanK
�
A	x� u� � � � � u��� �

�
with �  �� the claim is

established by using the same arguments together with an induction argument�

From the above proposition it follows that the set of subspaces � � X that are controlled
invariant under a quasi�static state feedback u � �	x� v may be identi�ed with the set of %classical&
controlled invariant codistributions� The following theorem gives a characterization of controlled
invariance in our generalized framework�

Theorem ���� Let � � X be a subspace such that

	� � ���� is exact 	��

and which admits a basis satisfying ����� Then � is controlled invariant under a quasi
static state
feedback u � �	x� v if and only if

�d	� 
 G� � � 	��

Moreover� if the conditions above are satis�ed� then �	x� v rendering � invariant may be chosen
of the form ���

Proof The necessity was proven in Theorem ����
Assume that 	�� holds� Note that � � �� � spanKfdx� dug� Let

!� � X be such that � �

	� 
 G� � !�� Assume that �!� 
 X �� f�g� This implies that there is an !� � !�� !� �� �� such that
�!� � X and hence !� � 	� 
 G�� which gives a contradiction� Thus

�!� 
 X � f�g 	��

By 	��� there exists v�	x� u such that

� � �� � �� spanKfdv�g 	��

Since 	�� and 	�� hold� we must have that 	�v���u has full row rank� Then there exists a
function v�	u such that 	�v��u is square and invertible� where v � 	vT� vT� 

T � By 	�� we now
have that

���� � � � V 	��

�



Moreover� since 	�v��u is invertible� there exists a 
	x� v such that u � 
	x� v� Hence 

de�nes a quasi�static state feedback and thus � can be rendered invariant via quasi�static state
feedback� Since we are dealing with a control system 	� that is a�ne in u� it is easily seen that v
can be taken a�ne in u and thus 
 can be taken a�ne in v� This implies that � can be rendered
invariant via a static state feedback 	��

Remark ����

�i� If � is exact� then clearly also 	� � ���� is exact� Hence the set of subspaces � � X such
that 	� � ���� is exact� incorporates the standard integrable codistributions�

�ii� The exactness of 	� � ���� is not necessary for controlled invariance� This can be seen
from the following counter example� Take the system �x� � u�� �x� � u�� �x	 � � and

� � spanKfdx� � x�dx	g� It is straightforward to check that
�d	� 
 G� � � and that

	� � ���� is not exact� However� with the regular static state feedback u� � v� � x	v��
u� � v� we obtain

�� � spanKfdv� � x	dv�g � �� V

and hence � is controlled invariant�

��� Some characterizations of controlled invariance

In this subsection� conditions are derived for controlled invariance of a subspace under a quasi�
static state feedback�

����� The general case � a su�cient condition

Let us consider a general subspace � � X � De�ne by induction�

'�
 �� �

�
 �� �

'�k�� �� maximal exact subspace in �k �
��k

�k

�k�� �� �k � '�k��

Furthermore� de�ne

k� �� maxfk � � j dim	'�k  dim	'�k��g

Theorem ���� Let � � X � If

�i�
�d	� 
 G� � �

�ii�
�k��� � ��k���

�k���
is exact�

then � is controlled invariant for ����

�



Proof From the de�nition of k�� there exist vector valued dv�� � � � � dvk� in E � where each dvi is
non�empty� such that

'�� � spanKfdv�g �
�
 � ��

�


'�� � spanKfd �v�� dv�g �
�� � ���
��

���

'�k� � spanKfdv
�k����
� � dv

�k����
� � � � � � dvk�g �

�k��� � ��k���
�k���

	��

Note that from �ii� the last inclusion in 	�� is in fact an equality� We now have

�� � �
 � '�� � ��
 �
�'�� � �� � ��� � � � � �

�k��� � ��k��� � �k��� � spanKfdv
�k����
� � � � � � dvk�g �

�� spanKfdv
�k� j k � �g

	��

It remains to be shown that v de�nes a quasi�static state feedback� From the above construction�
one has

v� � ��	x� u
v� � ��	x� v�� �v�� u

���

vk� � �k�	x� fv
�j�
i j � � i � k� � �� � � j � k� � ig� u

	��

From �i�� 	�	��� � � � � �k���u has full row rank on an open and dense subset of
IRn  IR�k�����k��i���  IRm� By the Implicit Function Theorem� for every point of this open
and dense subset there exists a neighborhood of this point and a function 
 such that u �

	x� v� �v� � � � � v�k

��� By applying this feedback� one has

���� � �� spanKfdv
�k� j k � �g

Remark ���� The above theorem only gives su�cient conditions for the controlled invariance of
a subspace � � X � In Theorem ��� it was shown that �i� is also a necessary condition� But the
condition �ii� is not� This is shown by the following example�

Example ���� ����	� We consider a nonlinear system on IR� with three inputs u�� u�� u	 given
by�

�x� � u�� �x� � x� � u�� �x	 � x	u� � u�� �x� � u	

Let � � spanKfdx� � u�dx	� dx�g�Then � is not exact� and �� is given by

�� � spanKf	�� u�x�du� � u�du� � �u�dx	 � u��dx�� du	g�

� is rendered invariant by u� � v�� u� � �
�v�
v��
x� � v�x� � v� and u	 � v	� One obtains k

� � ��

but
� � ��

�
is not exact�

��



����� The smallest controlled invariant subspace containing a given subspace

Given a subspace ( � X � it is unclear whether 	or under what conditions there exists a smallest
controlled invariant subspace containing (� This is due to the fact that for two controlled invariant
subspaces ����� � X � we do not necessarily have that �� 
 �� is controlled invariant� so that
we cannot use the &standard& arguments 	as in e�g� 
����
����
���� In this subsection we will give
some comments on this question�

We will use the following notation� Given a subspace ( � X � we de�ne

(� �� X 
 	( � (��� � � � ��(�n��� 	��

In what follows� we will need the following lemma�

Lemma ��� Consider a subspace � � X satisfying 	� 
 G� � f�g� Then we have for all
k � IN �

X 
 	���� � � � �� ��k� � f�g 	��

Proof Let d �� dim	�� and let ��� � � � � �d be a basis of �� with

�i �
nX

j��

�ij	x� u� � � �� u
�r�dxj 	i � �� � � � � d 	��

Let A	x� u� � � � � u�r� be the 	d� n�matrix with entries �ij 	i � �� � � � � d" j � �� � � � � n� Since
��� � � � � �d forms a basis of �� the matrix A has full row rank over K� We may now characterize �
by

� � rowspanK	A	x� u� � � � � u
�r� � � � � � 	��

while ��k� 	k � �� �� � � � may be characterized by

��k� � rowspanK	Xk
 Xk� � � � Xkk�� 	Ag � � � � � 	��

for certain matrices Xk
� � � � � Xkk��� Now assume that 	Ag is not right�invertible over K� This
implies that there exists a non�zero row�vector �T �� 	�� � � ��d such that

�T 	Ag � � 	��

However� this would imply that � ��
Pd

j�� �j�j satis�es

h�� � i � � 		� � G 	��

which contradicts the fact that 	� 
 G� � f�g� Hence we have that 	Ag is right�invertible over
K� Next� let � � X 
 	���� � � � �� ��k� 	k � f�� �� � � �g� Since � � 	���� � � � �� ��k�� we may
represent � by a row�vector

	�T� � � � �Tk 

	BBBBBB


X�
 	Ag � � � � � � � �
X�
 X�� 	Ag � � � � � � �
���

���
���

� � �
���

���
���

���
� � �

���
Xk
 Xk� Xk� � � � Xkk�� 	Ag

�CCCCCCA
The fact that � � X implies that necessarily

	�T� � � � �Tk 

	BBBBBB


	Ag � � � � � � � � �
X�� 	Ag � � � � � � � �
���

���
���

� � �
���

���
���

���
� � �

���
Xk� Xk� Xk	 � � � Xkk�� 	Ag

�CCCCCCA � �

��



and thus

�Ti 	Ag � �

which give �Ti � �� since 	Ag is right�invertible� Thus� � � �� which establishes our claim�

Proposition ���� Let � � X be a subspace satisfying
�d	� 
 G� � �� Then

�� � �

Proof Let !� be such that

� � 	� 
 G� � !� 	��

By hypothesis we have

�d	� 
 G� � � 	��

We now prove by induction that we have

	� 
 G��k� � �� !���� � � � �� !��k��� 	k � �� �� � � � 	��

By 	��� we have that 	�� holds for k � �� Next assume that 	�� holds for k � �� � � � � ���� Then

	� 
 G���� � 		� 
 G���������
IH
� 	� � !���� � � � �� !��������� �

	���� � !���� � � � �� !������
����
� 	

�d	� 
 G� � !���� � � � �� !������
���
�

	� � !���� � � � �� !������

which establishes 	��� Using 	�� and the modular distributive rule 	see e�g� 
��� Section ����
we obtain

�� � X 
 	� � ���� � � � �� ��n��� �

X 
 	� � 	� 
 G���� � !���� � � � �� 	� 
 G��n��� � !��n��� �

X 
 	� � !���� � � � �� !��n��� � � �X 
 	!���� � � � �� !��n���

	��

Since by de�nition of !� we have that 	!� 
 G� � f�g� we obtain from 	�� and Lemma ���� that

�� � � 	��

Furthermore� we have by de�nition of �� that

� � �� 	��

Hence we have that �� � �� which establishes our claim�

Corollary ���� Consider a subspace ( � X and let � � X be a controlled invariant subspace
containing (� Then (� � ��

��



Proof Using the de�nition of (�� the fact that ( � �� and combining the results of Theorem
��� and Proposition ����� we obtain

(� � X 
 	( � (��� � � � �� (�n��� � X 
 	� � ���� � � � �� ��n��� � �� � �

which establishes our claim�

The subspace (� de�ned in 	�� is� by Corollary ����� a candidate for being the smallest con�
trolled invariant subspace containing (� If ( is exact� it can be shown that indeed it is� This may
be shown in the following way� Let r � dim ( and choose meromorphic functions h�	x� � � � � hr	x
such that ( � spanKfdh�� � � � � dhrg� Next consider the system

�x � f	x � g	xu
y � h	x

	��

Then for this system� (� � X 
 Y� where Y � spanKfdy� � � � � dy
�n���g� 	The subspace X 
 Y

was introduced in 
�� for the study of the minimal order input�output decoupling problem� If the
system 	�� is right�invertible� one can construct a quasi�static state feedback which renders (�
invariant by using the construction in 
���� If 	�� is not right�invertible� the same construction� to�
gether with Lemma � from 
��� may be used to show that (� is controlled invariant� Summarizing�
we have the following result�

Theorem ���� Consider a subspace ( � X which is exact�Then (� �� X 
 	(� � � ��(�n��� is
the smallest controlled invariant subspace containing (�

An application of the subspace �� � X 
 Y is given in Section ���� where we consider the
dynamic disturbance decoupling problem�
It has been shown that a %standard& controlled invariant codistribution is a controlled invariant

subspace in the sense of De�nition ���� If �� denotes the largest controlled invariant distribution

contained in ker dh� then ��
�


X is a controlled invariant subspace containing the di�erential of
the output� Since �� � X 
Y is the smallest controlled invariant subspace containing spanKfdyg�

one has ��
�


 X � ��� These two di�erent geometric structures are displayed in the following
lattice diagram 	Figure ��

u X

�u

u

��
�


 Xu

u

u

��

spanKfdyg

Figure �� Lattice diagram� 	geometric structure of nonlinear systems

In the special case of linear systems� this lattice diagram is simpli�ed since ��
�


 X � ���

����� A special case

Let us consider a subspace � � X such that

� � � 
 G� � #� 	��

where # is an exact subspace of X �

��



Proposition ���� Let � � X satisfy ����� then � is controlled invariant if and only if

�d	� 
 G� � � 	��

Proof By Theorem ��� we only need to show the su�ciency� Clearly #� is controlled invariant
	see Theorem ����� Hence there exists a quasi�static feedback 	� such that

#���
� � #� � V

Now 	�� implies that

���� � �� V

and hence � is controlled invariant�

The following proposition gives conditions for the existence of a subspace # � X such that 	��
holds�

Proposition ���� Let � � X be a subspace such that ��� holds� Then there exists an exact
subspace # � � satisfying ���� if and only if

� � � 
 G� � '#� 	��

where '# is the largest exact subspace in �

Proof Assume that 	�� holds� Taking # � '#� we then have 	��� Conversely� assume that there
exists an exact subspace # � X such that 	�� holds� Clearly #� � '#�� Now '# � � implies by
Proposition ���� that '#� � �� Thus

� � � 
 G� �#� � � 
 G
� � '#� � �

Hence 	�� is veri�ed�

��� Dynamic disturbance decoupling

A fundamental application of controlled invariance is disturbance decoupling 	
����
����
���� In this
section� generalized controlled invariance is shown to yield a geometric condition that characterizes
the solvability of the dynamic feedback disturbance decoupling problem 	DDDP� DDDP is stated
as follows�
Consider a perturbed system �q given by

�q �

�
�x � f	x � g	xu� p	xq
y � h	x

	��

where q represents a disturbance� Find� if possible� a dynamic state feedback such that the
disturbance q does not a�ect the output y�
Let P denote the distribution spanned by the disturbance vector �elds� De�ne the subspace P�

by

P� � f� � X j h�� pi � �� 	p � Pg 	��

The following result gives a necessary and su�cient condition for DDDP to be solvable�

Theorem ���� DDDP is solvable if and only if there exists a controlled invariant subspace �
such that

spanKfdyg � � � P� 	��

��



Proof From Theorem ��� in 
��� it follows that DDDP is solvable if and only if it is solvable by
quasi�static state feedback� Thus� to prove Theorem ����� it su�ces to show that the disturbance
decoupling problem is solvable by quasi�static state feedback�
Su�ciency� Controlled invariance of � implies that there exists a quasi�static state feedback

u � �	x� v� � � � � v�r� such that

���� � � � V 	��

By 	�� and 	��� one has to

dy�k� � �� V � 	k � � 	��

Thus in the closed loop system the output y is decoupled from the disturbance�

Necessity� Suppose that the quasi�static state feedback u � �	x� v� � � � � v�r� solves the distur�
bance decoupling problem� Therefore� for the system �q fed back with u � �	x� v� � � � � v�r�� one
has

dy�k� � spanKv
fdx� dv� � � � � dv�r�k���g� 	k 	��

De�ne the sequence �� as

�
 � P�

���� � f� � �� j ���� � �� � Vg 	� � �
	��

and

� � lim
���

���

Obviously ���� � � � V� Thus� � is a controlled invariant subspace� Since spanKfdyg � � and
� � P�� 	�� also holds�

Condition in Theorem ���� is not constructive� The corresponding constructive condition is
obtained when considering the smallest controlled invariant subspace containing the di�erential of
the output ��� From Theorem ����� �� is given by X 
Y� An immediate consequence of Theorem
���� is then

Corollary ���� DDDP is solvable if and only if

�� � P� 	��

Remark Theorem ���� gives the nonlinear feedback analogous of Theorem ��� in 
��� for the linear
�D�DDP� Also� it gives the dynamic feedback analogous of condition 	��� in 
��� and Proposition
��� in 
��� for the nonlinear DDP� In this way it is established that our generalized notion of
controlled invariance is the natural generalization to the nonlinear dynamic feedback case of the
linear notion of controlled invariance de�ned in 
���� It may be checked that condition 	�� is
equivalent to the geometric conditions 	�� in 
��� and 	��� in 
���� Further� 	�� is exactly the
same as the condition for solvability of the DDDP derived in 
���� However� in 
��� the concept of
controlled invariance was missing�
Table �� which displays the various solutions of the disturbance decoupling problem� is now

completed in Table ��

� Controllability cospaces

In this section� controllability cospaces under quasi�static state feedback are studied� These con�
trollability cospaces form a special class of the controlled invariant subspaces de�ned previously�
They parallel the dynamic controllability distributions 
���� In Subsection ��� we �rst de�ne con�
trollability cospaces� An algorithm which characterizes these cospaces is then given in Subsection

��



Static feedback Dynamic feedback
Linear systems P � V�

Nonlinear systems P � �� �� � P�

Table �� 	Geometric solution to disturbance decoupling problem 	complete

��� and some properties of these controllability cospaces are discussed� In Subsection ��� we derive
an algorithm computing the smallest controllability cospace containing a given exact subspace�
Applications of controllability cospaces are treated in Subsection ��� and Subsection ���� In par�
ticular� the �xed modes or decoupling zero dynamics under quasi�static feedback are characterized
using controllability cospaces�

��� De�nition of controllability cospaces

Controllability cospaces are vector spaces that are autonomous after having applied a certain
quasi�static state feedback u � 
	x� v� � � � � v�r� and zeroing certain input channels vj � where
j � J � f�� � � � �mg� Such nonregular transformations are not de�ned for every element in Kv�
One possibility to circumvent this problem is to consider the module spanAfdxg over the ring of
analytic functions rather than the linear space over the �eld of meromorphic functions� Another
way is chosen here" it consists in taking a particular basis of a given subspace of spanKfdxg so
that its time derivative is well de�ned when applying nonregular feedback� Such a basis always
exists� More precisely� let  � X be a subspace which admits a basis ��� � � � � �d with

�i �
nX

k��

�ik	x� v� � � � � v
���

�ik	x� v� � � � � v���
dxi�

where �ik and �ik are in A� the ring of analytic functions of fx� v�k� j k � �g� Obviously� we can
choose another basis for  � !��� � � � � !�d� in the module spanAfdxg over the ring A by taking

!�i � 	
nY

k��

�ik�i

De�nition ��� A subspace C�X is said to be a controllability cospace for 	� if there exist a
quasi�static state feedback 	� and a set of integers J � f�� � � � �mg such that for 	�� � one has

C��� � C � V 	��

and

C � maxf � X j spanKf!�
���
i jvj�
�j�J g �  g 	��

where !�i is de�ned as above�

This means that C is the largest autonomous subspace in X of the closed loop system� Moreover�
by this de�nition� it is clear that a controllability cospace is controlled invariant� The following
example illustrates the above de�nition�

Example ��� Consider again the nonlinear system given in Example ����� Let C � spanK
fdx�� d	x� � x	� dx� � u�dx	g� and suppose that u� � v� � c where c is a non�zero constant�
u� � v� and u	 � v	 � �v�x	 � 	v� � c�x	 � 	v� � cv�� This feedback is quasi�static since
v� � u� � c and v� � u� and v	 � u	 � �u�x	 � u��x	 � u�u��
From this� it is easy to show that

C��� � spanKfdv�� dx�� u�dx	� dv	 � 	x		v� � c � v�dv� � x	d �v�g � C � V

��



and

C��� jv��
�v��
� spanKfdx� � u�dx	g � C

Furthermore

C � maxf � X j  ��� jv��
�v��
�  g

Hence C is a controllability cospace in the sense of De�nition ����

��� Controllability cospace algorithm

First of all� we give an algorithm characterizing controllability cospaces� called the controllability
cospace algorithm� Some properties of a general controllability cospace are then derived� Let C be
a given subspace and de�ne a sequence S� according to

S
 �� X

S��� �� spanKf� � S� j �� � S� �
�Cg 	� � IN 

	��

The sequence S� is decreasing� Thus� there exists a �� � IN such that S�� � S���� � � � � � S��
The algorithm 	�� yields a necessary condition for a subspace C of X to be a controllability

cospace� This is shown in the following lemma�

Lemma ��� Let C � X � If C is a controllability cospace� then C � S�

Proof Assume that C is a controllability cospace� Let f!�ig be a basis for C in the module
spanAfdxg over the ring A� Then by de�nition there exists a quasi�static state feedback 	� and a

set of integers J � f�� � � � �mg such that C��� � C �V and C��� � spanKf!�
���
i jvj�
�j�J g � C� From

	��� it follows that S� satis�es

S� � spanKf� � X j �� � S� � �Cg 	��

Let � � C� We have �� � �C and hence � � S�� This implies that C � S�� Now� �S� � S� � �C� By
the feedback which yields C��� � C� one has S���� � S�� Since C is the largest subspace in X such
that C��� � C� one has S� � C�

In the next section� we give an algorithm computing the smallest controllability cospace con�
taining a given subspace� based on algorithm 	���

��� The smallest controllability cospace containing a given subspace

In general� the intersection of two controllability cospaces is not a controllability cospace� Thus it is
unclear if there exists a smallest controllability cospace containing some given subspace� However�
if an exact subspace ( � X is given� then there exists a smallest one containing (�
Consider a nonlinear system given by 	�� By Theorem ����� (� is the smallest controlled

invariant subspace containing (� The next theorem will relate (� to the smallest controllability
cospace containing (�

Theorem ��� De�ne the sequence D� by

D
 � X

D��� � spanKf� � D� j �� � D� � �(�g 	� � IN 
	��

Then D� � lim���D� is the smallest controllability cospace containing (�

��



Proof Note that

D� � spanKf� � X j �� � D� � �(�g 	��

Let r � dim(� The fact that ( is exact implies that there exist meromorphic functions ��	x� � � � �
�r	x such that ( � spanKfd��� � � � � d�rg� Consider the system 	� with a %dummy& output
� � 	��� � � � � �rT � We decompose the output � as � � 	 !�� '�T so that the system 	� with the
output !� is right�invertible� De�ne � �� dim	 !��

Construct a quasi�static state feedback u � �	x� v� � � � � v�r�� by taking vi � !�
�n

�

i�
i where fn

�

ig is
the set of orders of zeros at in�nity 
���� for i � �� � � � � � and vi � wi for i � � � �� � � � �m� This

feedback always renders (� invariant� Thus� D� is rendered invariant too� i�e�� D
���
� � D� � V�

Let now f!�ig be a basis for D� in the module spanAfdxg over the ring A� If we set vi � � for
i � �� � � � � � one obtains

D
���
� � spanKf!�

�i�
i jvj�
�j��������g � D�

and D� is then a controllability cospace� In order to prove that D� is the smallest controllability
cospace containing (� we consider another controllability cospace D such that D � (� By de�nition
D is controlled invariant and according to Lemma ���� D satis�es

D � spanKf� � X j �� � D � �Dg 	��

Since (� is the smallest controlled invariant subspace containing (� this implies that D � (��
From 	�� and 	��� one has D� � D�

Now we consider a nonlinear system given by 	��� Clearly �� � X 
Y is the smallest controlled
invariant subspace containing the di�erential of the output� Therefore the smallest controllability
cospace containing the di�erential of the output is given by the next corollary�

Corollary �� De�ne the sequence C� according to

C
 � X

C��� � spanKf� � C� j �� � C� � ���g 	� � IN 
	��

Then C� � lim��� C� is the smallest controllability cospace containing spanKfdh	xg�

Remark ��� When specialized to linear systems� the sequence C� 	�� turns out to be equal to
the dual of the sequence R� 	the sequence computing the maximal controllability subspace in the
kernel of the output mapping� A proof of this can be found in the Appendix�

The geometric structure of a nonlinear system as presented in Figure � can now be completed�
Let R� be the largest controllability distribution contained in the kernel of the output� As an

immediate consequence� R�
�


X is a controllability cospace in the sense of De�nition ���� Figure
� displays further geometric structures of nonlinear systems�

��� The block input�output decoupling problem

We now use the smallest controllability cospace C� previously de�ned to solve a quasi�static state
feedback input�output decoupling problem� For this� we consider the system 	� together with the
partitioned output blocks yi for i � �� � � � � k� given by�

yi � hi	x 	��

The problem can be stated as follows� �nd a quasi�static state feedback and a partition of the new
control v � 	vT� � � � � � v

T
k 

T such that the new input vTi a�ects and only a�ects the output yi�

��
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Figure �� Lattice diagram � 	Geometric structure of nonlinear systems 	continued� see Figure ��

De�ne Ci� and �i� to be the smallest controllability cospace and the smallest controlled invariant
subspace respectively� both containing spanKfdhi	xg�

First� let us give the following property which is derived from Theorem ��� in 	
����

Property ��� Consider system ����� and assume that dim	G� � n�m� Let � be its di	erential
output rank�Then

dim	G� � �� � dim	G
� � C� � 	n
m��� 	��

Moreover� if the system ���� is right
invertible� then

dim	G� � �� � dim	G
� � C� � 	n
m�p� 	��

This property is a generalization of a known result on linear systems� It gives a geometric
interpretation for the rank of a system� The property was also derived by Respondek in 
��� using
dynamic controllability distributions�

Corollary ��� The block input
output decoupling problem via quasi
static �or dynamic� state feed

back for the system �������� is solvable if and only if

dim

�
G� � C�
G�

�
�

kX
i��

dim

�
G� � Ci�
G�

�
	��

Condition 	�� coincides with the condition given by Di Benedetto et al� 	
���� in case of the
dynamic block decoupling problem� Indeed� if � denotes the rank of the system 	��	�� and �i
denotes the rank of the subsystem 	� with the output yi� then by Property ���� 	�� is equivalent
to

� �
kX

i��

�i 	��

By applying the structure algorithm to the system 	��	��� a quasi�static feedback which decouples
the system is obtained 	
����

Further� controllability cospaces also allow to characterize the �xed dynamics with respect to
any quasi�static feedback� This will be the topic of the next section�

��



��� Fixed modes by quasi�static state feedback

The problem of noninteraction with stability of nonlinear systems by means of static feedback has
�rst been considered by Isidori and Grizzle 
���� They have shown that there exists a �xed internal
dynamics� called P � dynamics whose stability is a necessary condition to solve the noninteracting
control problem with stability via static feedback� In the case where the P � dynamics are unstable�
Wagner has shown in 
��� that there exists a well�de�ned dynamics� called �mix dynamics� which
cannot be eliminated by any regular dynamic feedback that renders the considered system nonin�
teractive� The �mix dynamics must then be asymptotically stable if noninteracting control with
stability is to be achieved by means of dynamic state feedback� Glumineau et al� 	
��� used a dy�
namic compensator to remove a one�dimensional interconnection zero dynamics and showed that
such compensator is able to cancel only the �xed dynamics which have a certain linearity property�
A su�cient condition to solve the problem of noninteracting control with stability by means of
dynamic state feedback was given in 	
���
���
��� In these references� the problem of dynamic feed�
back noninteracting control with stability is solved if some regularity assumptions are satis�ed�
the �mix dynamics are asymptotically stable and each decoupled subsystem is asymptotically
stabilizable�
All results above are valid under the assumption that the decoupling matrix A	x is nonsin�

gular� In the case where A	x is singular and the system is square and invertible� Zhan et al�

��� introduced the so�called Canonical Dynamic Decoupling Algorithm to construct a canonical
dynamic extension 	�p� They have shown that the dynamically decoupled system is stable only
if the �mix dynamics of the canonical dynamic extension is stable� which is an intrinsic property
of the given system� These di�erent contributions are summarized in Table ��
In this section� we investigate the case where the decoupling matrix is not necessarily invertible

and study the noninteracting control problem with stability by means of quasi�static feedback�
The goal is to show that the controllability cospaces introduced before are able to describe in�
trinsic geometric conditions with respect to quasi�static feedbacks� analogous to the above ones�
Preliminary results may be found in 
���
Let us consider a square invertible nonlinear a�ne system 	� of the form

� �

��
�x � f	x �

Pm

i�� gi	xui� x � IRn�� ui � IR

yi � hi	x� i � �� � � � �m� yi � IR
	��

Let fn
�

ig be the set of orders of zeros at in�nity 
���� where n
�

�  n
�

�  � � �  n
�

m� Permute if

necessary yi such that the corresponding order of zero at in�nity is n
�

i� Let Ci� be the smallest
controllability cospace containing spanKfdhi	xg� A �rst result is the following�

Lemma ��� Suppose that the system ���� is decouplable by a quasi
static state feedback u �


	x� v� � � � � v�s�� Then� there always exist coordinates 	 � 		
� 	�� � � � � 	m� '	 such that the system
���� is presented in the following form�

�	
 � f
		

�	� � f�		
� 	�� v�
���
�	m � fm		
� 	m� vm
�'	 � 'f 		� v� �v� � � � � v�s�

yi � hi		
� 	i

	��

System 	�� will be referred to as a standard decomposed system� in analogy to 
���� To prove
Lemma ���� we �rst need the following property of Ci��

Lemma ���� For a scalar output yi � hi	x� Ci� is an exact subspace�

��



Proof Let �i� be the smallest controlled invariant subspace containing spanKfdhi	xg� If �
�
i is

the maximal controlled invariant distribution in kerfdhi	xg� we have �i� � �
��

i � Let now R�i be

the maximal controllability distribution in kerfdhi	xg� Clearly R�
�

i is a controllability cospace

containing spanKfdhi	xg� and thus Ci� � R�
�

i � From 
���� we have

R�i � �
�
i 
 	
f�R

�
i � �

mX
j��


gj�R
�
i � � G 	��

and thus

R�
�

i � �i� � 
f�R�i �
� 
 	

mT
j��

gj�R�i �

� 
 G�

� f� � X j ��� � �i�� ��� � G
� such that � � �� � ��

and 		� � R�i 		� � ff� g�� � � � � gmg	h
�� � �� ��i � �g

	��

Let � � R�
�

i � Then there exist �� � �i� and �� � G
� such that � � �� � ��� and 	� � R

�
i � 	� �

ff� g�� � � � � gmg� one has h
�� � �� ��i � �� Compute

�� � ��� � ���

Clearly ��� � ��i�� Furthermore

��� � Lf�� �
mP
j��
	ujLgj�� � h��� gjiduj

� Lf�� �
mP
j��

ujLgj��

	��

Now� let � � R�i and � � ff� g�� � � � � gmg� Then

h��L	��i � L	h�� ��i � h
�� � �� ��i

� L	h�� ��i � L	h�� 	� � ��i � �
	��

where the last equality follows from the fact that � � R�
�

i and �� � �i� � R�
�

i � By 	���	��� we

then have ��� � R�
�

i � and hence

�dR��i � ��i� �R
��

i

By construction� Ci� is the largest subspace in X which veri�es �Ci� � Ci� � ��i�� This implies

R�
�

i � Ci�� So Ci� is the annihilator of R�i � which is de�ned to be involutive 	
����
���� Hence Ci�
is exact� which establishes our claim�

Proof of Lemma ��� By Lemma ����� Ci� is an exact subspace� Thus� �Ci� as well as
Pn

�

i��
j�
 C

�j�
i�

are also exact� Let us de�ne C
 as the uncontrollable subspace of 	� which is the subspace H�
introduced in 
��� It is obvious that for each i � �� � � � �m

C
 �

n
�

i��X
j�


C
�j�
i� 


X
k�	�i

n
�

k��X
j�


C
�j�
k�

Let d	
 to be a basis of C
� thus �	
 � f
		
� For an invertible system� we can construct a quasi�

static state feedback which decouples system 	� by taking vi � y
�n

�

i�
i � For i � �� � � � �m� then

choose d	i such that fd	
� d	ig is a basis of
Pn

�

i��
j�
 C�j�i� � Then one has

�	i � fi		
� 	i� vi

��



Complete the new coordinates by choosing '	 such that fd	
� d	�� � � � � d	m� d'	g is linearly indepen�

dent� Without loss of generality� '	 can be chosen so that spanfd'	g � X � Thus� one has

�'	 � 'f 		� v� �v� � � � � v�s��

and 	�� is established�

Now we may state the following theorem�

Theorem ���� For a square invertible nonlinear system� the dimension of the �xed dynamics
with respect to any quasi
static state feedback is

n� dim 	X 

mX
i��

X
j



C
�j�
i�  	��

Moreover� if the origin is an equilibrium point for � and the quasi
static state feedback rendering
���� noninteractive preserves this equilibrium point� then the induced �xed dynamics are

�'	 � 'f 	�� � � � � �� '	� �� � � � � �� 	��

where '	 is as de�ned in Lemma ����

Proof From the proof of Lemma ���� the dimension of the �xed dynamics with respect to any
quasi�static feedback which decouples the system� is

n� dim 	
mX
i��

n
�

i��X
j�


C
�j�
i� � 	��

From the de�nition of the structure at in�nity� one gets

dim 	
mX
i��

n
�

i��X
j�


C
�j�
i�  � dim 	X 


mX
i��

X
j



C
�j�
i� � 	��

Thus 	�� is established� Once the system is in standard decomposed form 	�� and analogously to


���� any decoupling quasi�static state feedback is of the form vi � �i		
� 	i� wi� � � � � w
���
i � Hence�

if the �i�s preserve the equilibrium� the second statement in Theorem ���� is immediate�

The asymptotic stability of dynamics 	�� is a necessary condition for noninteracting control
with internal stability by quasi�static state feedback�
The next example illustrates Theorem �����

Example ���� Let us consider a nonlinear system given by�

�x� � u�� �x� � x� � x	u�� �x	 � x	 � x� � �x� � u�� �x� � x� � x�

y� � x�� y� � x�

We have fn
�

ig � f�� �g� Permute then yi� and thus C�� � fdx�g and C�� � fdx�g� The quasi�static
feedback which decouples the system is u� � v� and u� � v� � 	x	 � x�v� � x	 �v�� where 	v�� v�
is a new input vector�
It is clear that C
 � �� We choose d	� � fdx�� d	x� � x	u�g as a basis of fC�� � �C��g� and thus

�	� �

�
�	��
�	��

�
�

�
	��
v�

�
	��

Choose now fd	�g � fdx�g as a basis of C��� and one has

�	� � v� 	��

��



We complete our coordinate transformation by taking '	 �

�
'	�
'	�

�
�

�
x�
x�

�
� So in the new

coordinates 		�� 	�� '	� the considered system becomes

�	�� � 	��
�	�� � v�
�	� � v�
�'	� � v� � 		�� � '	� � '	�v� � 		�� � '	� �v��v�
�'	� � 	� � 	��

y� � 	�
y� � 	��

	��

Clearly dim 	'	 � �� It equals n � dim 	X 
 	
mP
i��

P
j



C
�j�
i�  � n � dim 	dx�� dx�� dx� � u�dx	�

Thus� the dimension of the �xed dynamics is two� Since the origin is an equilibrium point� the
�xed dynamics are then

�'	� � '	�
�'	� � �

	��

Similarly to Wagner�s and Battilotti�s results� in the case where no quasi�static state feedback can
render the system simultaneously noninteractive and stable� a suitable dynamic feedback may still
solve the problem� This reduces to the results in Zhan et al� 
����
Table � which displays the dimension of the various decoupling zero dynamics is now completed

in Table ��

Feedback A	x invertible A	x non�invertible

	Quasi Static dim 	P�

	Isidori � Grizzle 
��� n� dim 	X 
 	
mP
i��

P
j

 C

��j�

i 

Dynamic dim 	�mix dim 	�mix	�p
	Wagner 
��� 	Zhan et al� 
���

Table �� Decoupling zero structure 	complete

� Conclusions

A generalized notion of controlled invariance under quasi�static state feedback for nonlinear sys�
tems was introduced� It was shown that this notion coincides with the standard notion of a
controlled invariant distribution under regular static state feedback� Using the generalized no�
tion of controlled invariance� a condition for the controlled invariance of not necessarily integrable
codistributions was derived� For a subspace � � X � we gave su�cient conditions for controlled
invariance under quasi�static state feedback� Furthermore� a necessary and su�cient condition for
controlled invariance was also given for a special class of subspaces �� The generalized controlled
invariance was applied to the disturbance decoupling problem by dynamic feedback� A necessary
and su�cient condition for solvability of this DDDP was obtained�
For a controllability cospace C � X � some properties were derived by means of the controllability

cospace algorithm� Moreover the smallest controllability cospace containing the di�erential of the

��



output mapping allowed to solve the block input�output decoupling problem� It also characterized
the dimension of the �xed dynamics with respect to any quasi�static state feedback in the case of
one to one decoupling�
This paper leaves some interesting open questions� which are the topic for further research� A

�rst question is related to necessary and su�cient conditions for controlled invariance for a general
class of subspaces� A second question is whether 	or under what conditions there exists a smallest
controlled invariant subspace containing some given subspace� It seems that for the answer to both
questions a better understanding of quasi�static state feedback is needed�
Finally� let us remark that throughout the paper we have restricted ourselves to &Kalmanian&

systems and to subspaces � � X � However� the de�nition of controlled invariance and the char�
acterizations of controlled invariance in this paper can� mutatis mutandis� be translated to non�
Kalmanian systems and subspaces � � X  U �
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Appendix

According to Remark ���� we will prove that the sequence 	�� computing C� is the same as the

one computingR�
�

	 the dual of R�� the maximal controllability subspace in kernel of the output
for linear time invariant systems� We proceed by induction� First� we recall some basic operations
that we need�

Consider a linear system given by �

�x � Ax� Bu� x � IRn� u � IRm

y � Cx
	��

Identify elements of IRn with column vectors� while elements of IRn� � its dual� are identi�ed with

row�vectors� Thus� � �
nX
i��

�idxi � IRn
�

is identi�ed with the row�vector � �� 	��� � � � � �n � IRn�

With this notation�

�� � �d �x � �Adx� �Bdu � 	IRn  IRm� 	��

is identi�ed with the row�vector 	�A �B�

Let a subspace V � IRn be given� Then

	AV � � f� � spanfdxg j� ��Av � �� 	v � V g

� f� � IRn j �Av � �� 	v � V g � f� � IRn j �A � V �g

�� ��AV �

	��

if � � �dx � 	AV � 
 B� where B � ImB� then

�� � �Adx� �Bdu � �Adx � �A � V � 	��

The two sequences to be compared are��
R�
 �� X

R���� �� V�
�

� ��AR�� 
 B� 	� � IN 
	��

and �
C
 �� X

C��� �� f� � C� j �� � C� � �V�
�

g 	� � IN 
	��

where V� is the maximal controlled invariant subspace in KerC for the system 	��� For step �� it
is obvious that R�
 � C
� Suppose that R�� � C� for � � �� � � � � �� Let � � R����� thus there exist

�� � V�
�

and �� �
��AR�� 
 B� such that � � �� � ��� By 	�� � ��� � R�� � C� and hence

R���� � C���� To show the other inclusion� let � � C���� then

�� � C� � �V�
�

� R�� � �V�
�

	��

Thus� there exists �� � V�
�

and �� � R�� such that �� � ������� Let now ��
 �
�z �� �

� � �� � ��� So�
��
 � R�� � This implies that

�
 � f� � �dx j �� � R�� g � f�dx j �Adx� �Bdu � R�� g

� f� j �A � R�� g 
 B
� � ��AR�� 
 B�

	��

So� � � �� � �
 � R����� which yields that C��� � R����� Thus� we have that C� � R�� for all
� � IN � which establishes our claim�

��


